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was conferred in certain cases during the war, but the Chapter
question of prize jurisdiction and the other matters    	1
involved may now be dealt with by the Dominions
under the Statute of Westminster, though the Imperial
Conference of 1930 agreed that action on this head
should be deferred until agreement on principles was
reached. It is clearly desirable that there should be
uniformity throughout the Empire in this issue. The
settlement will no doubt carry with it the disposal of
all questions of the treatment of the sums raised from
condemnations of vessels and property as prize, an
issue which after the war was settled by agreement
between the British and Dominion Governments.
The new powers of the Dominions as to admiralty
jurisdiction will enable them to extend that jurisdic-
tion according to their view as to what is fit. The
limits of the past situation have unquestionably been
inconvenient, especially in Canada, where the Ex-
chequer Court1 exercises the full jurisdiction usually
vested in the Supreme Courts of other territories. But it
is important that in this matter as in prize the extent
of jurisdiction should be assimilated as far as possible
to the British model.
(4) The principle that an appeal lies to the King in
Council from all judgements of colonial courts is an old
one.2 The prerogative right to hear appeals was made
waters, vainly claim ing the benefit of the treaty of IBIS, which was held
not to apply to the Pacific Coast: The Hay v. P.., [1931] S.C.R. 374;
The Queen City v. E., ibid. 387 (on appeal).
1	With local judges in the provinces. This renders Imperial creation
of Vice-Admiralty Courts needless. For the disadvantage of limited
jurisdiction, see Bow, Madachlan & Co. v. Skip Camosun, [1909] A.C.
597; The Yuri Maru, The Woron, [1927] A.C. 906; Keith, Journ. Comp.
Leg. is. 254; xi. 262, 263. Piracy is triable in any Admiralty Court by the
law of nations: A.-G. ofHong-Kongv.Ewok-a-&ing(18r73)9li.'R. 5 P.C. 179.
2	Keith, Constitutional History of First British Empire, pp. 305-11.

